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Overview  

• Introduction  

• Let’s Talk Facts: Current market and driving forces moving forward 

• Marketplace changes from dealmaker’s standpoint   

• Special US concerns for non-US buyers 

Let’s Talk Facts: Current market and driving forces moving forward 

• In 1st half of 2018, US $10.7 billion worth of cross-border M&A transactions were announced, a 
68.5% drop in value compared with 2nd half of 2017.  

• Recent Mergermarket report noted that US$ 703.2 billion changed hands in Q3 of 2018 in global 
cross-border M&A. This was the lowest quarterly value since Q1 2016 (US$ 627.9bn).   

• 2018 Reuters’ Advisory Review showed cross-border M&A transactions with China and Japan 
peaking during 1st half of 2018 (strongest first half for China on record; highest first half volume 
since records began for Japan).  

• Considerations  

o PE funds seeking to play across broader and broader asset classes. 

o Negative impact of US and China tariffs, growing trade war and protectionism. 

o Shareholder activism; shareholders’ pressure on boards to increase value and 

involvement in strategic deals. 

o Individuals driving deals thinking about where near term growth/activity is expected to 
come from by geography and business sector. 

Marketplace changes from dealmaker’s standpoint   

• Expected additional costs and timing for multijurisdictional transaction. 

• Managing Boards through deal process  

o Generally understanding custom and practice of M&A transactions. 
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o Differences in fiduciary duties/decision-making obligations. 

• Navigating through “cherry picking” of practice/standard as marketplace becomes more 
crowded. 

• Deal certainty – is it the same for cross-border transactions? How to increase it? 

• Representation and warranty market and trends – coverage/indemnity and fair disclosure trends; 
exclusions (e.g., FCPA and covering clinical trials); underwriting risks. 

• Largest or emerging risks to cross-border transactions (e.g., integration and FCPA exposure and 
related diligence, which is heightened for deals in certain markets but applicable to every target). 

Special US concerns for non-US buyers 

• Enhanced scrutiny with CFIUS; uncertainty about whether assets are subject to protection and if 
they are, which investors are a problem. 

• Challenges of Chinese buyers and sellers and national approvals (e.g., NDRC consent/approval). 

 


